Alternator external voltage regulator wiring diagram

If your alternator does not charge, or your alternator was overcharging, it will most likely fail. To
resolve this problem you can actually wire in a external alternator regulator, which allows
convenient switching to your internal regulator once your power module works. Position the
alternate regulator on the side of the driver shock tower, which is next to the relays. Mark the
area and drill holes for mounting of bolts. Connect the blue and green wirings to the blue and
green leads found on the regulator. The colored green wire goes to the center pin of the
regulator while the blue wire goes to the side pin. Secure the wires by taping or shrinking the
joints using an electrical tape or shrink tube. Tuck the wire loop under the black wire using the
crimping tool. Attach the regulator to the shock tower by connecting the black wiring without
the loop to a mounting screw and then install the plug with pigtails for the regulator, and make
sure that there is good grounding. Check the upper plug located on your power module or
simply plug in cars that are new. You can refer to your pin out diagram from the service manual
to guide you in finding the two field wires from your regulator. Make sure there is continuity on
the wirings from its field terminal down to the alternator. Then find the J2 or key on hot circuit
on the same connector and confirm it with the 12v key on. Secure the joints with an electrical
tape; do this thoroughly. Use the wire looms and zip ties to guide and direct the wirings and
also to keep it protected. Afterwards, you may check the car with a voltage test by reconnecting
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